
CHAPTER 7 
 
Consonance and Dissonance in Context 
 
When we talked about pitch, we spent some time with ratios. Certain ratios were 
considered more consonant, or stable. You could play the pitches generated by the 
ratios and walk away, and no one would insist that you play something to resolve 
the tension. Other ratios are considered dissonant, and require some kind of 
resolution. Now that we have a clearer understanding of pitch and notation, we can 
now start to define these ratios as intervals, or distances between two pitches. 
 
Most of how we think about tuning and consonance/dissonance comes to us 
originally from Pythagoras. In chapter 6 we created the perfect octave (2:1 ratio), 
the perfect fifth (3:2), and perfect fourth (4:3). If we continue that process, we can 
come up with different types of thirds and seconds. We have been working with 
the seconds this whole time; a minor second is the same as a half step, and a major 
second is the same as a whole step. The problem with this system is that it limits 
the sounds to a narrow tonal range. Let’s do a little math. Assuming a starting point 
of 220Hz – which we would call A3, or the A just below middle C, the fifth above 
that (E4) should be generated by a 3/2 ratio. Remember algebra? 
 
 x      =    3 
220      2 
 
2x = 660 
 
x = 330 
 
However, if we’re in C major, our reference pitch would have a frequency of 
approximately 261.63Hz. The Pythagorean ratio to generate E4 – which is a major 
third above C – would be 5/4. 
 
     x        = 5 
261.63       4 
 
4x = 1,308.15 
 
x = 327.0375 
 



E4 in the key of C would sound lower than E4 in the key of A. This means you can 
literally never go from one of those keys to the other without completely retuning 
the entire instrument. For fretless stringed instruments, trombone, and the human 
voice, perhaps that’s not necessary, but for literally every other instrument you 
would have to retune. 
 
Over the years, many other systems were proposed. One redefined the major third 
with the ratio 81/64, which is developed from a series of perfect fifths. Let’s see 
how that works out: 
 
      x        =    81 
261.63   64 
 
64x = 21,192.03 
 
x = 331.125469 
 
Now, about 1.125 cycles per second may not seem like a lot, but it is audible. It’s 
closer than we were, but it’s not exact. Because no system would allow for 
movement between keys that maintained perfect intonation, musicians had to make 
some choices. Ultimately, Western musicians settled on equal temperament, in 
which the octave ratio of 2/1 is the starting point and the octave is divided into 
twelve equal subdivisions of a half-step each. In equal temperament, the only pure 
ratio is the octave. Every other note is very slightly sharp or flat compared to pure 
Pythagorean tuning, but the difference is small enough that our ears are usually 
willing to accept it. This means that E4 is E4 no matter what key we’re in. The 
following chart shows the frequency of the pitches on the piano in equal 
temperament with A4 at 440Hz:9 

 
9 Adapted from http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Music/et.html 



 
 
You will also notice that in ET, we have enharmonic equivalency, which was 
described above. In Pythagorean and other tunings, there is a difference between, 
say, C-sharp and D-flat (C-sharp is the higher of the two pitches), but in ET, the 
pitches are equal. That is how we are able to create a two-dimensional Circle of 
Fifths instead of a neverending Spiral of 5ths. It also allows composers to move 
from one key to another (a process called modulation) with ease. 
 
Consonant intervals are intervals that are considered stable by the average listener. 
The most consonant interval is the perfect unison (P1), or the same pitch. Beyond 
that, the perfect octave (P8) is consonant, as is the perfect fifth (P5). There are non-
perfect intervals that are considered consonant as well – the thirds and sixths, in 
both major and minor forms. 
 
A word about intervals here – they are named by the distance between raw pitch 
names (C, D, etc.) inclusive. Thus, the perfect unison C4-C4 would have a number 
(also referred to as size) of 1, since there is one distinct pitch. C4-D4 would be a 



major second and have a number of 2 (M2), since there are two pitches in 
immediate pitch name succession. C4-E4 would be a major third (M3, C to D to E, 
three names), C4-F4 a perfect fourth (P4), C4-G4 a perfect fifth (P5), C4-A4 a 
major sixth (M6), C4-B4 a major seventh (M7), and C4-C5 the perfect octave (P8). 
 
The presence of major implies the presence of minor. We already know about one 
minor interval – the minor second, or half step. Some intervals appear in 
major/minor pairs. The seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths do this. Other intervals 
are perfect – unisons, octaves, fourths, and fifths. Below we see all the intervals 
above C4 in treble and alto clefs and above C3 in tenor and bass clefs. 
 

 
 



You may notice something odd around the 4ths and 5ths – the presence of two 
other symbols (+ and o). These symbols mean augmented and diminished 
respectively. They exist because there is a half step available between the P4 and 
and the P5, but since those intervals are perfect the major/minor dichotomy does 
not apply. When the pitch is written by raising the P4, we call it an augmented 4th 
(+4), and when it is written by lowering the P5, we call it a diminished 5th (o5). 
Perfect, major, minor, augmented, and diminished are all used to describe the 
quality of an interval. 
 
We’re not just limited to starting on C, of course. Intervals can exist between any 
two notes. You should memorize all the intervals up to an octave in both directions 
from any given pitch, but until you reach that point, here is a quick way to identify 
intervals in a hurry. This was created by my former colleague Philip Koplow 
(RIP), and I have used it for decades. 

 



Astute observers will see the word inversion on the chart. To invert an interval, we 
simply move the bottom pitch to the top. The numbers of an interval and its 
inversion should add up to 9. If the quality can be changed, it should be as well, so 
majors become minors and vice versa. The same thing will happened to augmented 
and diminished intervals. Perfect intervals remain perfect. 
 
INTERVAL      INVERSION 
P1       P8 
m2       M7 
M2       m7 
m3       M6 
M3       m6 
P4       P5 
+4       o5 
 
Once again, we refer to intervals by their size (number) and quality (descriptor). 
These terms, though, are historically connected to a very specific repertoire. There 
is another way to think of intervals. We can think of them as accumulations of half 
steps/minor seconds. 
 
INTERVAL      NUMBER OF HALF STEPS 
P1       0 
m2       1 
M2       2 
m3       3 
M3       4 
P4       5 
+4/o5       6 
P5       7 
m6       8 
M6       9 
m7       10 
M7       11 
P8       12 
 
Since all intervals can be inverted, we can create a chart showing this using half 
step accumulations as well. 
 
 
 



INTERVAL  HALF STEPS  INVERSION HALF STEPS 
P1   0    P8   12 
m2   1    M7   11 
M2   2    m7   10 
m3   3    M6   9  
M3   4    m6   8  
P4   7    P5   7 
+4   6    o5   6 
 
Notice that in this case the number of half steps in an interval and its inversion add 
up to 12. 
 
Theorists who work in twentieth-century (and later) Western art music often speak 
in terms of interval class. An interval class contains a pair of inversionally-related 
intervals. P1 and P8 are in the same interval class. m2 and M7 are in the same 
interval class. This can be summarized in this table: 
 
INTERVAL CLASS    INTERVALS 

0 P1, P8 
1 m2, M7 
2 M2, m7 
3 m3, M6 
4 M3, m6 
5 P4, P5 
6 +4, o5 

 
For right now, though, we’ll concentrate on writing the intervals in the traditional 
way. 
 
You can change the quality of an interval by expanding or contracting it while 
keeping the base pitch classes the same. Take for example C4-E4, a M3. 

 
 
To turn the M3 into a m3, simply raise the bottom pitch by a half step while 
keeping the top pitch intact, or keep the bottom pitch intact and lower the top pitch 
by a half step. 



   OR  
 
When you perform this operation to perfect intervals, you get either augmented or 
diminished intervals. 
 
       P5       o5      +5 

 
 
You can make major intervals augmented as well by expanding them by another 
half step while keeping the basic pitch class names the same, and you can also 
make minor intervals diminished by contracting them by another half step while 
maintaining the names. This can sometimes lead to odd-looking intervals and 
pitches: 
 
 M3   +3  +3  m3  o3  o3 

 
 
To return to consonance and dissonance for a moment, in Western art music the 
following intervals are considered thusly: 
 
CONSONANT     DISSONANT 
P1       m2 
m3       M2 
M3       P4* 
P4*       m7 
P5       M7 
m6 
M6 
 
*the P4 is consonant in some contexts and dissonant in some others. 



Any augmented or diminished interval is, by definition, a dissonant interval. In 
Western musical contexts, most of the time there must be a resolution to the 
dissonance. This is accomplished by moving one of the pitches in an interval until 
it is stabilized as a consonance. 
 
  m2 becomes         m3 

 
 
Usually only one pitch has to move for the resolution. The augmented 4th and 
diminished 5th, however, move both pitches. 
 
 +4      expands to   m6   o5     contracts to    m3 

 
 
TRIADS 
 
A group of three pitches created by stacking thirds is called a triad. There are four 
types, and they share a classification system with intervals. The intervallic content 
for each type is: 
 

Major   Minor          Diminished  Augmented 
Top 3rd      m3       M3        m3         M3 
Bottom 3rd       M3      m3        m3         M3 
 
In a musical content, that looks like this: 

 
    Major   Minor   Diminished     Augmented 
 
Note that for the major and minor triads, the distance between the top and bottom 
pitches is a P5. We call that the bounding interval. The diminished and augmented 
triads get their names from their bounding intervals, while the major and minor 
triads get their names from their bottom thirds. 
 



Each triad is said to have three component pitch classes – the root, the third, and 
the fifth. The root is the pitch class on which you build the triad, and the one that 
gives it is name (we name triads by root and quality). The third is the higher pitch 
class of the bottom third. The fifth is the top pitch class of both the top third and 
the bounding interval. When the triad is presented with the root as the lowest 
sounding pitch, that triad is said to be in root position. This is true no matter how 
many times a pitch is repeated or how far apart the other two pitches are. 

 
All these are examples of a root position C major triad. 
 
“But there are more than three pitches! How is this possible?” Look carefully – 
there can be anywhere from three to 15 pitches, but there are only three pitch 
classes. You will only find C, E, and G. So long as you have just those three pitch 
classes, and so long as the lowest sounding one is a C, then you have a root 
position C major triad. 
 
If the third is the lowest sounding pitch, then we say we have a first inversion triad. 

 
All these are examples of a first inversion C major triad. 
 
If the fifth is the lowest sounding pitch, then we say we have a second inversion 
triad. 



 
All these are examples of a second inversion C major triad. 
 
SEVENTH CHORDS 
 
If you continue the process of stacking thirds, you get what are known as upper 
extensions to the triad. The most common of these is to add one more third above 
the fifth of the chord. This creates what is known as a seventh chord. There are five 
types of seventh chord: Major-major (MM7), major-minor (Mm7), minor-minor 
(mm7), half-diminished or diminished-minor (ø7), and fully-diminished or 
diminished-diminished (o7). The first quality is that of the underlying triad. The 
second is the quality of the 7th above the root. 
 

 
 
Like triads, sevenths can be inverted. A root position seventh chord has the root as 
the lowest sounding pitch. All of these chords are root position seventh chords.

 



A first inversion seventh chord, like a first inversion triad, has the third in the bass. 

 
A second inversion seventh chord, like a second inversion triad, has the fifth in the 
bass. 

 
Since a seventh chord has four distinct pitch classes, we can create a third 
inversion seventh chord, where the seventh is in the bass. 

 
 
FIGURED BASS 
 
To help keep track of chord inversions, we use a system called figured bass. This is 
a series of numbers that show intervals above the bass note. Let’s start with triads. 
Here are three triads – one in root position, one in first inversion, and one in 
second inversion. Below them you have a series of numbers that show distance 
from the bass. 
 



       Root position     1st inversion   2nd inversion 

 
        5                                    6     6 
        3                                    3     4 
 
Whenever you see these numbers, they signify the positions given above. To save 
time, over the centuries we have made reductions. 
 

      Root position     1st inversion   2nd inversion 

 
        6     6 
          4 
 
For seventh chords, we use a similar system. 
 
        Root position      1st inversion          2nd inversion         3rd inversion 

 
         7         6      6     6 
         5         5      4     4 
         3         3       3     2 
 
Reduced, we get this: 
 
        Root position      1st inversion          2nd inversion         3rd inversion 

 
         7         6       4                           4 
          5                           3                           2 
 



The original purpose of figured bass was akin to how jazz and popular musicians 
use chord symbols – to convey information about what needs to be played while 
still giving the performer(s) flexibility in how they play it. The numbers and other 
symbols would be printed below a bass line, and the performer(s) would realize the 
figured bass on some kind of chording instrument (organ, harpsichord, guitar, lute, 
etc.). The excerpt below, from the trio sonata Op. 2, no. 12 by Arcangelo Corelli 
(1653-1713) shows these symbols in context.  
    

  
 
When you see an accidental next to a number, that means to adjust that interval 
above the bass by whatever the accidental is (sharp = raise half-step, flat = lower 
half-step, natural = raise or lower depending on context). When you see an 



accidental on a horizontal line by itself, adjust the third above the bass by that 
accidental. A number with a slash through it means raise that interval above the 
bass. Thus this:

 
 
would be realized in this way: 

 
 
ROMAN NUMERALS 
 
The last piece of our analytical puzzle is determining the function of a chord. Think 
back to a major scale: 
 
        1             2             3             4        5       6        7   1 

 
 
If we build a triad on each pitch, it looks like this: 

 
 
We use Roman numerals to signify function, since our Arabic numerals with carats 
only show the scale degree. Upper-case Roman numerals are used for major triads, 
and lower-case Roman numerals are used for minor triads. For diminished triads, 
we use a lower-case Roman numeral with a small superscript circle. For 



augmented triads, we use an upper-case Roman numeral with a superscript plus 
sign following. 
 
Since every major key would work the same way, the Roman numerals we use for 
C major will be the same no matter what key we happen to be in. The tonic triad 
will always be I, the dominant triad V, etc. 

 
    C:    I              ii             iii            IV            V           vi            viio          I 
 
 

 
     F:    I              ii             iii            IV            V           vi            viio          I 
 
In minor keys, the usual construction is:

 
    cm:       i       iio           III          iv         V        VI       viio         i 
 
In harmonic minor, of course, we raise the 7th scale degree, making what would 
have been a minor dominant into a major and a major subtonic triad into a 
diminished leading-tone triad. We historically do not use the raised 7th scale degree 
on the mediant (III) chord, though if it were to happen it would be augmented (and 
use the symbol III+). 
 
For seventh chords, we simply attach a subscript Arabic numeral 7 to the chord. 

 
    C:    I7           ii7            iii7           IV7          V7           vi7            viiø7          I7 
 



This requires a little more memorization on our part. You have to remember that I7 
and IV7 are going to be major-major 7ths, V7 will be major-minor, ii7, iii7, and vi7 
will be minor-minor, and viiø7 will be half-diminished. In minor keys, the system is 
as follows: 

 
    cm:       i7           iio7         III7          iv7          V7           VI7            viio7          i7 
 
In minors, the i7 and iv7 are minor-minor, the V7 is major-minor, the III7 and VI7 
are major-major, the iio7 is half-diminished, and the viio7 is fully diminished. 
 
By adding the figured bass symbols for inversions to a Roman numeral, we can 
show the quality, position, and function of a chord. Thus: 
 
C: I = root position major triad on the first scale degree in C major 
 
fm: iv6 = first inversion minor triad on the fourth scale degree in F minor 
 
B: V4 = third inversion seventh chord on the fifth scale degree in B major 
        2 
 
Always make sure you include the key! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES 
 

1. Write the requested interval.

 
2. Identify the given interval by size and quality.

 



3. Write the requested interval.

 
 

4. Write the requested triad using the given pitch as the root.

 
 



5. Write the requested seventh chord using the given pitch as the root.

 
 

6. Identify the given chords by Roman numeral. Make sure you include the 
key! 
 

 


